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My how times have changed at the Ministry of Defence!
Has Media Operations Come of Age?
Libya is in the news with ribbon coverage on the 24/7 channels and Major General John
Lorimer, the Chief of the Defence Staff’s strategic communications director, is on TV, on
Facebook and on Twitter telling the world the latest from the Ministry of Defence.
While General John has been in the role for some time this style of media relations from
the MoD has become highly visible with universal reporting the Coalition moves in Libya.
It has been a revelation for older proponents of media operations who long advocated
this approach. The appearance of a combat experienced, two star Ministry of Defence
spokesman wearing a Special Forces beret as a Ministry spokesman can only be good
news.

General John, pictured above, is now on a UK tour explaining the military aspects of the
Libyan and Afghan scenarios and this is a welcome development in our specialised
world.
Has media operations finally come of age? I am sure we all hope so. But the club and
its members must not relax and should continue to expound this military skill as both
necessary and valued in the 21st century.
Since the end of World War 2, the British Armed Forces have had a curious love-hate
relationship with the media - and its own public affairs people - that was only mitigated
as the Northern Ireland Troubles grew in intensity and the need to communicate grew
exponentially. Considering the huge efforts, between 1939 – 45, to manage the media
the lack of attention to public affairs in post war years was surprising. However, we
should not be deluded that there was a Dark Age when the Forces forgot completely.
In Korea, Malaya, Borneo, even Suez and the Cod Wars, media handling was there
though it lacked the urgencies forced by 24/7 world wide news and its insatiable
demands. During the Cold War when the British military and political focus was on the
dangers of nuclear mutually assured destruction or a massive invasion across the Inner
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German border, with the added difficulties of another Battle of the Atlantic, the media
was also an ever present issue.
Visible media work did tend to concentrate on the need to explain the huge cost of the
armed forces - and the hard training of sailors, soldiers and airmen, but behind the
scenes the media plans were in place, and constantly updated, for a major conflict.
How well they were understood, or might have been implemented, throughout the
Services is debatable.
Shortly after the Falklands War – which had highlighted the need for a further
improvement and knowledge of military media techniques – the British Army of the
Rhine trialled these plans and found them inadequate. Much study and thought was
expended to bring new plans to fruition. These included a major and very mobile Allied
Press InformationCcentre that was equipped to keep up with the armoured battle, in
whichever direction it moved. Then came perestroika and the Gulf War and the
necessity for yet another change.
This conflict saw a belated call for volunteers from the Reservist media operations units
– which was answered – but Gulf War 2 brought what had been expected, and wanted,
for a long time; the call up of media operations specialists as a valuable source of
expertise. No longer did Reservists have to go cap in hand to employers asking could
they volunteer. Often with negative results.
Subsequently in the Balkans when even more Reservists were injected into the system
- the Reservists proved that the level of expertise they could provide within a Regular
based structure is the way forward. The comments by Lt General Robin Brims later in
this edition - where he commends the work of TAPIO Major Gerry Bartlett - confirm that
the right reservist in the right role can be the right person for the job.

Major Gerry Bartlett, former trouble spot and defence reporter of the Daily
Telegraph and Joint Editor of The NetWorker, served in Bosnia and led media
operations for 24 Air Mobile Brigade. General Robin Brims says Gerry’s work
illustrated what the Reservist has to offer when there is a design gap in the
military.
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Today, as a consequence of these lessons, the military adapts and develops its media
plans to match the requirement. We have a Defence Media Operations Centre that
instructs and guides the armed forces and Reservists are putting forward ideas and
analyses that are taking the skill forward. The numbers of media operators, both
Regular and Reserve has grown.
No doubt with the already extensive military use of new media by the Services
there are more changes to come.
It does not take much surfing of the net, however, to discover that the compact between
military and media remains brittle. It has always been a tale of two cultures.
Vaughan Smith, who founded the Frontline Club in London in 2003, points out that in the
past the military have been better at denying access rather than using the press to get
their message out. ‘Allied forces are now very sophisticated in managing news output;
the effort is well funded and employs many ex-journalists. Lots of reporters have no
difficulty crossing over from journalism to PR, leaving a trade that seems to lose its
calling as quickly as its loses its funding.’
He adds, following a comment on being ‘targeted’ in the British media office tent in
Camp Bastion: ‘News management has become an integrated part of the war effort,
aiming to maintain public support for the conflict nationally, while winning the information
war abroad.’ An interesting comment made in late 2010.
In fact British military media handling has long had that very aim. It is well though to
note what Vaughan adds: ‘News management or spin creates cumulative damage to us
all by undermining our trust in the institutions that engage in it and subverting the quality
of our conduct more widely in society.’
All this adds up to the contention of club members that the military skill of media
operations must be fostered and grown in the years to come as both sides of the
information battle increase in sophistication and the demand for instant news
proliferates.

Cuts that are hard to explain
The role of Britain’s Armed Forces is developing and becoming more flexible and while
many understand the financial reasons for the present change in military emphasis there
is a degree of bafflement about cuts to both personnel and equipment.
This is no place to argue the merits of navy, army or air force priorities but when facing
conflicts on two fronts in an unstable world then the reductions in men, women and
materiel is increasingly hard to explain in the workplace, the office, across the dinner
table or in the village local.
We all wait to see if, as the economic situation stabilises, that the Government will
recognise the Armed Forces are more than hard pressed to meet the demands imposed
upon them.
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While the need in 2011 is for flexible but hard hitting forces the dangers of not
considering the loss of the full spectrum of capability, should a serious change occur in
international relations, are plain to see.

Pen & Sword expansion is well underway
Five new Vice Presidents
Since the beginning of the year there has been a concerted effort to increase
membership of the club. The great move forward is that the club has gone joint service purple - and we have welcomed the first Royal Navy, Royal Marines and Royal Air Force
members as well as recruiting more serving officers from MOG (V.)
The Pen & Sword has a strong and professional membership base that crosses
Westminster, Whitehall, and industry, the media and the military. We have connections
in the House of Lords and House of Commons; there are five Deputy Lieutenants, three
senior representatives on the Reserve Forces and Cadets Association from Scotland in
the North to Dorset in the south; we are well represented in the defence community and
our members work in the communications world of both military and corporate.
Perhaps, more significantly, the depth of operational experience in media operations in
both conflict and in peace time is unique.
To ensure our members are all well represented the central team has also been busy
obtaining support for our aims and ideas at a senior level. Our club patron, General the
Lord Ramsbotham and Club President Hugh Colver are now joined by the following five
new Vice Presidents:
Lt. General Sir Philip Trousdell KBE CB
Former GOC Northern Ireland
Former Director of Public Relations (Army)

General Philip was commissioned from RMAS in August 1968 into the Royal Irish
Rangers. He saw service in Gibraltar, Libya, Oman, Bahrain, Germany, Berlin and
Northern Ireland and commanded the 1st Battalion RIR in Osnabruck before
Commanding the Ghurka Brigade in Hong Kong.
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This was followed by three years as DPR (A) where - I first met that gallant band of
brothers who were then called TAPIOs. I was unable to shake them off when I took up
my next appointment as Chief of Staff at Land Command where a sizeable number of
them were kept in a hut in the garden. When I was allowed to leave Wilton I went to run
the operations in Sarajevo; still no escape as the place was awash with media and
media handlers and in this environment they flourished and very grateful for them we
were too.
General Philip was Commandant at Sandhurst - where the TAPIOs (they must have
changed their names several times by this stage) sometimes gathered for dinner and we
allowed a few to scrape through on the TA Commissioning course in one guise or
another. More importantly all the Officer Cadets left RMAS with a sound knowledge of
what the media would mean to them on and off operations and with Ronnie McCourt on
the academic staff it could not have been otherwise.
General Philip’s final appointment was as GOC in Northern Ireland - where life was lived
in the knowledge that whatever was said in public stayed in the public arena for
evermore and was likely to be quoted and misquoted with gay abandon. The press
office was a full time part of whatever we were doing. The simple fact of modern military
life was frequently underlined: don’t go on operations without two vital people, your
lawyer and your press officer. To do so is to court unnecessary trouble.
Air Vice Marshall David Walker OBE, MVO, MCIPD, RAF
Master of the Royal Household
Director Corporate Communications

Above: Air Vice Marshall David Walker, left, Master of the Household, with
President George W Bush and Mrs. Bush.
Air Vice Marshall David Walker has been Master of the Household of the Royal
Household of the Sovereign since 2005 when he was also appointed an Extra Equerry to
the Queen. He was Equerry to the Queen from 1989 to 1992 and in 1994 served on
loan with the South African Air Force.
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From 1997 until 1998 he was the Commanding Officer at RAF Halton when he was
appointed Director of Corporate Communications, Royal Air Force a role he held until
2002 when he became the Director of Personnel Policy and of Personnel Training Policy
until 2003. AVM David was Air Officer Commanding Training Group and Chief
Executive Training Group Defence Agency from 2003 until 2004.
AVM David has served as Vice President of the Royal International Air Tattoo and is a
liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Bakers. He was appointed to the Royal
Victorian Order in 1992 and to the Order of the British Empire in 1995.
Major General Greg Smith QVRM TD DL
Britain’s Senior Reservist
Expert in Market Research
Major General Greg Smith was educated at Norwich School and Newcastle University,
joining the Territorial Army in 1981. Commissioned in 1983, he commanded the 5th
(Volunteer) Battalion, The Royal Green Jackets. After regional appointments he became
Colonel Army Reserves, on the General Staff (2004), Director Reserves (Army) in
Headquarters Land Forces (2006-2008) and was a member of The Royal College of
Defence Studies in 2009. He became Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff (Reserves
and Cadets), the most senior serving Reservist appointment in the UK, in March 2010.

General Greg has been a market researcher throughout his civilian career and now
combines running his own consultancy with his MoD appointment. Prior to this he was a
Managing Director at Ipsos MORI, a leading marketing research and public opinion
polling company. In addition to board-level business leadership advice, he provides
research, strategy and engagement consultancy, specialising in customer relationships,
reputation and brand image.
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He holds non-executive appointments with market research and information companies
and chairs Newcastle University Business School’s international advisory board.
General Greg has been a Deputy Lieutenant for Buckinghamshire since 1997, is Deputy
Colonel Commandant (TA and Cadets) and a Trustee of The Rifles, and a member of
the SE Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association.
He lives in Buckinghamshire with his wife, Rebecca, two cats, one rabbit and several
goldfish. They have three grown-up children - Sam, Amy and Henry. In his spare time
he enjoys watching rugby, supporting Norwich City FC, sailing (mainly on the Norfolk
Broads), fishing, skiing and country walks.
Neville Taylor CB
Former Director General of the Central Office of Information
Head of Government Information Service 1985-88

Retiring in 1985 after a distinguished career in the Civil Service, Neville Taylor was first
an Admiralty press officer with the task of spokesman during the Icelandic Cod Wars.
Later he was a spokesman during the Vassal Spy Affair following which he gave
evidence at the subsequent enquiry to save a press correspondent from goal. Between
1963-65 he was the Far East Naval Information Officer and naval spokesman during the
Indonesian Confrontation where he was Committee Member Colonel David McDine’s
boss.
He returned to the UK to take over as Chief Press Officer at the newly formed Ministry of
Defence and was then seconded to the National Economic Development Office before
returning to MoD. He was Director of Information at the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food, the Department of Employment and the Department of Health and Social
Security.
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In 1982 his planned return to the MoD was brought forward, at the insistence of No.10
Downing Street, shortly after the outbreak of the Falklands War. Following retirement
from the Civil Service in 1985 Neville spent many years in consultancy with Hugh Colver
and David McDine.
Mark Laity, NATO Meritorious Service Medal
Chief Strategic Communications at SHAPE
Former BBC Defence Correspondent

Mark Laity has been involved with the media, information and latterly Strategic
Communications for three decades, both as a journalist, mostly with the BBC, and then
in a variety of posts as a spokesman and senior manager for the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation. His breadth of experience on both sides of the information divide is
unusual and covers all levels from the political and strategic, to the front line.
Since 2007 Mark has been the Chief Strategic Communications (StratCom) at Strategic
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe in Belgium. This job followed nine months in
Afghanistan in 2006-7 as the NATO spokesman in Kabul and Media Adviser to the ISAF
Commander. For his service in Afghanistan he was awarded NATO’s Meritorious
Service Medal. In 2008 he completed a second six month tour at NATO spokesman in
Kabul.
Prior to this he was the first ever civilian Chief of Public Information at SHAPE, after a
spell as a StratCom consultant to Supreme Allied Commander Europe. Before this, from
2000, Mark was a special adviser to the Secretary General of NATO, Lord Robertson
and as personal adviser to the Macedonian President at a time when the country was on
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the verge of civil war. Later on he was the civilian spokesman for NATO’s Operation
Essential Harvest in Macedonia.
Mark joined NATO after 22 years in journalism, mostly in the BBC, and he will be
remembered by many club members for his 11 years as the BBC’s Defence
Correspondent.
He reported from the front lines of most major conflicts of the Nineties, but particularly
the break-up of Yugoslavia, although he first came to wider prominence for his analytical
role during the Gulf War in 1990-91, when he was reporting for BBC radio and was
based in Saudi Arabia.
Mark was born in Cornwall, loves sailing, and his failing ambition to do more of it.

New Members’ Gallery
The club is delighted to welcome the following new members from the Royal Navy, the
Royal Marines, the Army and the Royal Air Force in recent months.
Major Tim Smith TD
Officer Commanding B Squadron MOG (V)
Corporate Communications Specialist

Tim joined the TA in 1994. After basic training with A Company, 6th Battalion The Royal
Anglian Regiment, he was commissioned and posted to the TA Pool of Public
Information Officers (TAPIO) - the forerunner of MOG (V) - in 1995.
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He attended TA Junior Staff College in 1998 and has worked on exercises in the UK,
Germany, Norway, Lithuania, Cyprus and the Falklands. His experience includes
providing pre-deployment media training for all ranks, specialist media training for unit
press officers and senior officers, and working as a media ops staff officer in various
headquarters. Most recently he has worked in media ops and on the press desk in HQ
Land Forces.
Within MOG (V) he has been SO3 military training, a member of the selection team, and
liaison officer with PJHQ/JFHQ. He was appointed OC B Squadron in Nov 2010.
A newspaper journalist by training, Tim spent nearly 20 years working in corporate
communications. He has a degree in philosophy & politics from Durham University. His
hobbies include cricket, rugby, football, military history and the films. He is married to
Emma. They have three children and live in Norwich.
Lt Commander Peter Benn RNR
Royal Navy Media Operations
Commercial Pilot
Barrister

Peter has extensive media and public relations experience working for the Royal Navy.
He joined naval media operations after initially specialising in mine warfare in which he
saw service at sea. He has been a spokesman for the European Union Naval Force in
Kenya and senior PR manager for Fly Navy 100, the 100th anniversary of naval aviation.
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He acted as spokesman for the RN rescue team after the sinking of the Russian
submarine Kursk and undertook a similar task after the grounding of the destroyer HMS
Nottingham. He worked for UKMCC in Bahrain after 9/11 and also served in Cyprus
during Gulf War 2.
Peter is an airline pilot and flight standards manager and flew for British Airways for 20
years on Concorde, Boeing 737, Airbus A320, and Boeing 777 aircraft. Latterly he was
a captain on the long haul Boeing 747-400 fleet.
He currently flies for Global Supply System’s which delivers all British Airways bulk
cargo that is too large for the hold of a passenger aircraft. ‘I’ve taken racehorses to
Hong Kong and helicopters – disassembled – to India and can honestly say I’ve ‘flown ‘a
helicopter from Europe to India.’
Peter is a qualified barrister speaks fluent French and basic Italian. Away from work he
enjoys fly fishing and sailing.
Major Jim Gallagher MOG (V)
Professional Photographer
Still at the sharp end
Major Jim Gallagher was among of the first professional photographers to join The
TAPIO Pool. He and his colleagues brought a new level of expertise to the skills of
military media ops photography.
Jim, whose last MOG (V) task is reported elsewhere in this edition, continues to serve
the Army in his current role running the Royal Military Police (Digital Photographic
Centre) in Bulford as a Ministry of Defence Civil Servant where he deals with all Special
Investigations Branch photography worldwide including current operations in
Afghanistan.
‘I am also looked on as the RMP corps photographer. I still get out and about quite a lot
with plenty of quality time in the field with the troops I’ve just returned from exercise in
Germany where the corps are on pre-deployment training for Afghanistan. Today (April
15) was extremely sad as I finally handed in my old boots, webbing and helmet at the
Kingston on Thames TA Centre.’
Major Paul Smyth, MOG (V)
Chartered Institute of Public Relations
New Media Specialist
Major Paul Smyth, a career public relations professional, joined MOG (V) in September
2007. After serving with the group for just over six months he volunteered to deploy with
2 RIFLES to Kosovo. On his return PJHQ sent him to Iraq and then Afghanistan.
What started as a one month deployment to Kosovo ended up at just less than three
years. He finishes his post op tour leave at the end of April after which he will resume his
role within the group.
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With over 15 years of public relations experience, Paul was one of the first 25
professionals in the UK to be granted Chartered status and he achieved this while
serving on the front line in Afghanistan in 2009.
Over the past two and half years Paul has fought to bring the UK military’s
communications into the 21st century introducing the work of the services in Kosovo, Iraq
and Afghanistan to audiences all over the world via media channels that had never been
used before.

He has represented coalition forces as a spokesman in Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan
and pioneered the concept of Mass Communications (MASSCOMMS) on operations for
the British military. Working as a one-man-band Paul has filmed, photographed and
broadcast countless news events during his recent Afghan tour with only the kit he could
carry.
Making use of the most sophisticated satellite technology available, he broadcast from
some of the most austere locations Helmand has to offer and each time made not only
the deadlines but the news all over the world as well.
Having returned to the UK he is working on a book, ‘Blogging from the battlefield’ due
out in the autumn of 2011, a string of photographic exhibitions and a collaborative
project with a British war artist to raise money for injured British soldiers.
Paul was commissioned into the Royal Auxiliary Air Force in 2001 and before
transferring to the British Army in 2007 he served in Iraq in 2003 and 2006 and
Afghanistan in 2006, all in media operations posts.
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Twitter profile: @MajorPaulSmyth
PR WEEK Profile - http://www.prweek.com/uk/news/987870/Profile-Major-Paul-Smythmedia-ops-centre-director-British-Army/
Video from Helmand (embedded code available via Youtube)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbizM5DV4VE
Photographs from Afghanistan: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mediaops/sets/
Lt Julian Allan MOG (V)
Combat Camera Team Commander in Afghanistan
Lawyer
Julian joined the Territorial Army in 2005 as a soldier in the Inns of Court & City and
Essex Yeomanry. Commissioned in 2006 he was a troop commander for two years
before transferring to the Media Operations Group.
Julian deployed on Operation Herrick as OC of a Combat Camera Team in Afghanistan
and has now recovered from a wound to his hand.
In civilian life Julian is a lawyer in a London Company and speicialises in investment
funds. Married he has a new baby boy.
Jeremy Britton RMR
Arctic Warfare Specialist
Conference, Events & Exhibitions specialist

Jeremy Britton was educated at Kings House School, Richmond and Bearwood College,
Wokingham and served in the Royal Marines Reserve. He was attached to 45
Commando at Arbroath as an Arctic warfare specialist taking part in Exercise Clockwork
in Northern Norway during his career. His father was in the Fleet Air Army during the
Second World War.
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Jeremy has spent 39 years in the conference, events and exhibitions industry working
with major global corporations around the world. Recently he ran the Royal Navy’s
Careers Outreach Programme as the Account Director for MI-s Plc.
He maximized exposure for the Royal Navy and Royal Marines via exhibitions and
events across the UK including Northern Ireland. The venues included the London Boat
Show, The Mountbatten Festival of Music, the Windsor Show and the Outdoors Show at
the NEC.
Jeremy takes a keen interest in charitable and good causes. He ran the London Half
Marathon for Kidney Patients Research and in 2007 ran the London Marathon on behalf
of Leukemia Research. In 2008 he cycled the length of Ireland to raise money for the
Marie Curie Fund.
Married to Anne for 29 years he has three children, Kate, Emma and James. His
hobbies include sailing and power boating and generally messing on the water plus a
keen interest in cycling and being outdoors.

Mark Broughton
Northern Ireland media ops
Jane’s Defence Weekly

Mark Broughton has nearly 30 years’ experience of communications and marketing
within the defence industry. This followed a period as an officer in the Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers serving on operations in Northern Ireland and training in both airportable and
armoured roles. It was during one of his tours in Northern Ireland that he first became
involved in media relations serving as the Battalion PRO in Palace Barracks and
assisting HQ 39 Brigade’s SO2 PR Colonel John Mills.
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As a defence marketing specialist he has been responsible for raising awareness of new
communications systems, creating strong affinity with the media for defence electronics
companies and worked on the TRACER programme as the marketing manager for the
LANCER Team led by Marconi Electronics. He was also involved at Marconi in
developing relationships with the Philippines Armed Forces and helped the company to
win a major contract in Brunei.
Whilst at Jane’s Information Group he was heavily involved in ensuring that the Jane’s
name became synonymous with accurate defence and aerospace information.
More recently through his own company he has been involved in marketing Unmanned
Airborne Vehicles (UAVs), protected logistics and protected workspace solutions,
military power generation systems, training solutions, and armoured vehicles including
the replacement for Snatch Land Rover – Foxhound and Warthog an all terrain vehicle,
which is in service in Afghanistan.
Mike Buckingham TAPIO Pool (V)
Chief Features Writer, South Wales Argus
Pilot & Author

Mike Buckingham was born in Berkshire and educated in his eponymous county and at
Aberystwyth University where he took a BA Honours degree in history. He saw Regular
service in the Royal Air Force in the Middle East and in the UK.
Mike has worked for regional and national newspapers in England, Scotland and Wales
where for the past 25 years he has been the chief features writer on the South Wales
Argus. Evening newspaper Mike specialises in art and also in military matters which
have taken him to Germany, Northern Ireland, the Falklands Islands, Kosovo, Belize,
Canada, Sierra Leone, Kenya and South Africa.
Mike’s interest outside of work is aviation and he is part-owner of a Piper Cherokee
aircraft. He is the author of a literary appreciation of the writer Alexander Cordell which
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was published by the University of Wales Press and of the humorous novel, Cwmikaze,
published by Gollancz.
Mike joined the TAPIO Pool from 104 Regiment, Royal Artillery although he describes
himself as more pen than sword.
Mike has volunteered to undertake secretarial and publicity work for Regional Chairman,
Colonel Bob Purvis, in Wales & The Marches.
The NetWorker will publish further pen pictures in the July edition. These will include
Squadron Leader Malcolm Davidge RAF, chief executive of a company specialising in n
crisis management and communications and corporate intelligence and security; and
Captain Simon Taylor formerly of MOG (V) and currently a lecturer at the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst.
Expressions of interest have been received from Lt Colonel Derek Plews, MOG(V)
who has recently returned to the civilian sector as Head of Communications at
Reading Borough Council, after a tour at the Defence Media Operations Centre;
Major Vickie Sherriff, MOG (V) Head of News and Deputy Spokesperson at No.10
Downing Street, and Captain Louise (nee Budd) Mendonca, former TAPIO and now
Communications Adviser to Oxford County Council

Media Ops Group spreads its wings
We’re Punching above our weight, says Lt Colonel Rosie Stone
‘It feels like six weeks, but it has been over six months since Tim Purbrick handed over
responsibility of commanding the Media Operations Group (V.) Time flies when you’re
having fun, but it has not been wasted and much has been achieved in these initial few
months while I find my feet.

‘Certainly it is a fascinating time to be involved in the military communications business
as the British Army struggles to develop its positive messages both internally and
externally following the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR). Meanwhile
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operations in Afghanistan move steadily towards the transition phase, a critical time to
get communications right as we try to clearly demonstrate progress to the point where
we can extricate troops in good order.
‘And then there is the Reserves announcement still to come!
‘Quite a bit of my time has been spent working on the ‘Future Options for MOG (V)’
Study that was a central part of the Army Media & Communications Business Process
Review. Post SDSR the emphasis has been on capability, efficiency and output.
‘Following my recommendations from the study MOG (V) now comprises three capability
based squadrons. A Squadron provides the staff officer and strategic element of
communications, planning and analysis with the ability to deploy up to two Media
Operations Centres. B Squadron is responsible for all internal and external training
provision and development, while C Squadron provides our Media Production capability
(print, radio, social/digital and Combat Camera Team).
‘We have also confirmed a list of identified tasks which has now been laid out
clearly in a Service Level Agreement. This enables the Training Major and
Operations Warrant Officer to carry out better planning for the year ahead. But the
most interesting opportunity for me is to spread MOG (V)’s wings to include the
wider consideration of ‘Influence’ on operations and how we, as Media Ops
operators, can contribute to the whole non kinetic piece. ‘Some will argue that the
British Army has always done ‘Influence’ (think ‘Hearts and Minds’ in Northern
Ireland and further back to Malaya – the military historians among you will quote
numerous detailed examples I am sure).

Messaging and perception are central to planning & doctrine
‘Specifically for Media Ops this now goes beyond providing information and attempting
to manage the media. I have lost count of the number of times we have been
considered as a ‘bolt on’ to the main military operation, usually at the last minute, while
lip service has been paid to Strategic Communications. Now, messaging and perception
are central to the planning process and doctrine is being created to ensure that
‘Influence’, in its widest sense, sits at the forefront of military planning.
‘While some teeth arms and combat support elements are being cut back, specialists in
psychological ops, communications, stabilisation and support to civilian populations are
being maintained or increased.
‘I am now in consultation with the Joint Effects Branch at PJHQ to provide more Media
Ops ‘Influence’ personnel following the success of two surge deployments that were sent
out to Central Helmand last year. The intention is ultimately to fill an enduring, MOG (V)
owned, operational influence post that looks beyond Op Herrick as part of the Future
Force 2020.
‘On the G7 front MOG (V) has completed three Group training weekends and assisted
on a number of exercises. On the November weekend MOG (V) worked with 4 SCOTS
as it prepared for deployment, creating a number of print and radio pieces for Martine
McNee to take away and distribute. Last month we worked with the FCO on an Influence
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Study Day focussed on Yemen (planned late last year before the Middle East
imploded!), the results of which have now been briefed at ministerial level.
‘RAF St Mawgan, Cornwall, was a bitterly cold location for the major PJHQ Ex Joint
Focus in late November 2011. The main MOG (V) team settled into its standard routine
to provide media effect for EXCON, meanwhile two officers augmented the Media Ops
Centre as analysts and I got seconded as the Strategic Communications Advisor to the
Ambassador at the ‘Embassy’.
‘This is the first exercise I have been on where the non kinetic and civilian element took
priority over kinetic military action. Unfortunately I had prepared for a role in the Media
Ops Centre, so my two sets of civilian attire were in dire need of a wash at Endex!
‘On the G3 operational front MOG (V) can now boast a ‘Royal Flush’. Lt Col Tim
Purbrick, Rolph Kurth and Meredyth Grant are the Media Ops Centre for 3 Commando
Brigade Task Force Helmand. Capt Chris Hill and Sgt Alison Baskerville make up two
thirds of the Combat Camera Team based in the Joint Media Operations Centre, Camp
Bastion. Dale Clarke is poised to take over from Paddy Jackson as SO2 Strategic
Messaging (also based in Bastion). In total 25% of the current Group strength is directly
involved in operations.
‘The last six months have been challenging but rewarding. I sometimes feel like a
plate spinner but it ultimately comes down to the effect that we are having as ‘The
Group’. Overall our contribution is well recognised and I feel that we punch above
our weight in many areas. Naturally there is still much to do but with the team
pulling together everything is possible.’

Freedom of the Press or Dance of the Seven Veils
Lt Colonel Lesley Wilde leads a MOG (V) team to Kuwait
‘Watching the fire of freedom rage through the peoples of the Middle East and North
Africa you cannot help but wonder how much the exposure to global news has
contributed to the surge of energy enflaming the emotions behind these uprisings.
‘Has access to international news networks through satellite and the world wide web
fuelled the feelings of dissatisfaction or merely given people, who believe they have not
had the freedom to influence the conditions under which they live, the confidence to
know their voices will be heard on the international stage?
‘Do people who have lived under such strict regimes feel that they are no longer isolated
and alone but have become citizens of the world and, through the presence of the
media, have the confidence to reach out for international support.
‘Working at the Mubarak Al-Abdullah Joint Command & Staff College in Kuwait gives
you a guide to the psyche of the Middle East as the students, although mostly Kuwait
(70 per cent) come from across the Arab League and Gulf States, with the minority being
from the Western Alliance and surprising places such as China, India and South Korea.
‘The students' own experience and expectations of the media vary considerably, from
living with a state controlled national press, to those that have worked on exchange
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posts in Europe and the United States. However, without doubt, the greatest influence
on individuals is their increased ability to access world news.
It is not only the
information that is now widely available; it is the interpretation of that news by media
channels from across the globe.

The Media Operations team from MOG (V) in Kuwait: from left to right, 2nd Lt Alex
Lodge, Major Mike Edwards, Lt Col Lesley Wilde, and Major Jim Gallagher who
was completing his final task before retirement from the TA.
‘The Media Operations Team joined the British and Kuwaiti staff for the final exercise to
mentor, train and test the students in their knowledge and understanding of
MASSCOMS. The aim is to equip the officers – senior majors and lieutenant colonels, with the tools to work in a media role in a higher formation headquarters.
This role has evolved from the provision of SIMPRESS, on earlier exercises, to working
with students and introducing the concept of using the media as a non-kinetic weapon as
part of the commander’s armory; to engaging with the media to influence opinion by
putting across key messages rather than adapting a purely responsive and defensive
position.
‘Officers from the two ‘exercise countries’ form a media team with one officer on each
side taking the lead and becoming the Assistant Chief of Staff Media. The Media
Operation team encourages the exercise media teams to look at their commander’s
objective and from that develop key messages and Lines to Take.
‘Writing a media plan in English, when the first language is Arabic is a definite challenge,
to the author and the reader - the benefit of potential world peace frequently benefits
from the use of spell check: through discussion and direction to the ACOS Media we
motivated the officers to start thinking about why they are engaging the media: how what
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they are doing will influence the public perception of their commander’s military direction
and how they can reinforce the messages by the way they present to the media.
Essentially we worked with the students to encourage them to make the news.

Lt Col Lesley Wilde uses body language to emphasizes a point to Lt Col Salem Al
Harbi and his media team
‘We explored press briefings, the media interview, press facilities, the media visit, photo
opportunities and the press conference. We door-stepped the students when they came
out of meetings and encouraged them to use their environment, equipment and people
to tell their story.
‘When Lt Col Salem (Acting Brigadier on the exercise) turned to me and said
‘Lesley, I cannot watch the news anymore. I was puzzled and asked why? He
replied: ‘All the time now I’m looking at the background, what they’ve included in
the picture, what they are wearing, are they standing or sitting, I’m listening for
the key messages. No longer do I believe the words they are saying are the whole
picture. Things have changed.’
‘There was a great feeling of achievement and success for the team to hear those
words. We realised that the students had finally ‘got it.’ With the oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico and the Israelis being filmed boarding a boat carrying aid to the Palestinians on
the world news at the time we had some really good examples for the students to follow
and see how politician’s, world leaders and commercial companies all use the media to
get messages across.
‘Kuwait is hot - an average of 50 degrees while we were there, really!) and dusty. The
rhythm of life is set around prayers and drinking coffee. Commercially it is about oil and
shopping.
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The MOG (V) tutors pictured during an impressive press facility with Lt Col Salem
Al Harbi and his team

Lt Col Lesley Wilde and Major Mike Edwards put on the pressure while 2nd Lt Alex
Lodge asks the questions during a corridor ‘doorstep.’
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‘Working at the Staff College is also a lot about building relationships, about
understanding a very different culture and working with military colleagues from across
the world. As part of UK PLC you never know when that knowledge, friendship and
cultural understanding of how important is the maintenance of ‘face’ will come in useful;
wherever you are in the world.’

Advertising pays!
Club member Major Ian Proud’s camera was active on a recent trip to the sub-continent.
It seems the TA ethos has gone a long way!

The over-riding lesson of Afghan history is don’t stay too long
Commander Sue Eagles RNR follows in her grandfather’s footsteps
‘Stop, Royal Navy, or I fire!’ My rifle shots echoed around the mountains. I was training
with Special Forces in the foothills of the Hindu Kush, in a land-locked country in central
Asia. It was a most unlikely place to find a Naval Officer! It was 2004, and early days in
the NATO led international operation to restore security in Afghanistan.
‘It was also a most unlikely place to find NATO - far removed from the North Atlantic somewhere at the confluence between Indo-European, Chinese and Persian worlds; but
NATO was at a crossroads, literally between two centuries, and in order to remain
relevant in the 21st Century, the Alliance was - going global - and undertaking to ‘win the
peace’ in the most war torn country in the world.
‘As we packed up our ammunition and prepared to drive back to Kabul, Afghan children
came running from nowhere to collect all the empty brass shell cases to sell for food or
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shoes. I had been appointed as Chief of Media Operations with the International Security
Assistance Force in Kabul, and was preparing to accompany the Commander of the
NATO Forces, his Chief of Staff and Political and Legal Advisors, on a fact finding
mission to some of the remotest provinces around the country to get a first-hand feel for
the situation on the ground.
‘My grandfather had spent most of his Army career in India and Afghanistan, much of it
in Quetta, at the foot of the Bolan Pass. Until the 19th century, Pashawar was as
important an Afghan city as Kabul; and Quetta, much of the Sind, and the northwest
frontier was also Afghan. I had grown up on the works of Rudyard Kipling, the bard of
imperialism who captured the wildness and wonder of Afghanistan like no other writer,
before or since; and I felt strangely at home
‘Kabul is a shimmering haze of dust. The city is 1,800 meters above sea level on a flat
open plateau surrounded by the majestic mountains of the Hindu Kush. Sometimes it
feels like the hottest place on earth! 2004 was a period of relative calm in the country’s
tortured history and was an important window of opportunity for NATO to build a solid
foundation of post-conflict stability in the capital and its surrounding environs. The dual
strategy of a military presence and a development drive started well but the country’s
tensions were never far beneath the surface.
‘The aim of our fact finding tour was to meet and talk with governors of provinces,
mullahs, village elders, UN and NGO representatives and heads of police. With rampant
corruption, a flourishing drug trade, general lawlessness and insecurity, dangerous
private militias and virtually no infrastructure – it was important to seek their views on the
kind of governance and reconstruction the Afghans wanted.
‘Our itinerary took us first to the northern provinces of Kunduz, Balkh and Jowzjan.
Northern Afghanistan has a stark beauty and the scenery as you drive over the Hindu
Kush is vicious and seductive. Rock pinnacles soar up to six thousand meters above sea
level. North of the Hindu Kush is different again. The mountains meet the plains in mile
after mile of arid desert.
‘Our first meetings were with the two warlords vying for power, General Ustad Atta
Mohammed, the leader of the Jamiat-I-Islami, the most powerful political and militia
grouping in Northern Afghanistan and General Abdul Rashid Dostrum, the head of the
Uzbek Jumbesh militia.
The two men were bitter rivals who ran their fiefdoms with no regard for the rest of
the country. ‘Their militia fought for a share of the drugs money from the poppy
fields and control of roadside checkpoints that produced large sums in illegal
tolls. We met with General Dostrum in the garden of his palace in Sherberghan.
Water fountains played in the grounds contrasting sharply with the abject poverty
immediately outside his fortress gates. The conversation covered disarmament,
the price of opium and the whereabouts of Osama Bin Laden but Dostrum avoided
giving any straight answers.
‘The next stop on our itinerary was an early morning visit to the astoundingly beautiful
Blue Mosque at Masar-e-Sharif. Approached across a gleaming white marble courtyard,
the turquoise lapis lazuli of the mosque had a translucent quality in the early morning
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sunlight and flocks of white doves flew around the minarets. In Mazar, we called on the
Governor of Balkh province, Mohammed Hassan Habib Habibullah.
‘The Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) concept was in its infancy. The governor
expressed frustration that although they had a good relationship with the small British
run PRT in the town, support from central government in Kabul was non-existent and
reconstruction was slow. We sat with village elders under the shade of trees listening to
their problems. They had no water supply, no medical care, no schools, no roads and
worsening drought.

Hands, Hearts and Minds: Sue Eagles in Afghanistan
‘Despite living at the lowest levels of sufficiency everywhere we went we were greeted
by smiling Afghan children in brightly coloured clothes and were served tea with
pistachio nuts, almonds and raisins, the traditional symbols of Afghan hospitality.
‘The following day we were on the road again and heading to the fallen ancient city of
Balkh, an important staging post on the silk route. Our itinerary also took us on a
dramatic mountainous journey to Maimana and Herat in the west; then eastwards to
Badakshan and Nuristan and the spectacular Wakhan corridor – the finger of land that
sticks out from the north eastern corner of Afghanistan into China, drawn up by colonial
map makers to ensure a tiny buffer of land between Russian territory and the British Raj.
‘Our convoy was enveloped in a billowing cloud of dust on roads that were little more
than dirt tracks. The elders in these provinces had Old Testament faces. They knew
nothing of central government in Kabul. Their problems were those of biblical times; but
it wasn’t long before Afghanistan’s wild and volatile nature made its self, felt. In the early
hours of the morning, we were woken to an intense burst of machine gun fire. A party of
Chinese workers who had been building a road had been killed as they slept in their
tents. Insurgents opposed to the reconstruction efforts were at work. The NATO
operation was not moving quickly enough into the east and south of Afghanistan.
‘As Alexander the Great discovered centuries earlier, Afghanistan is a country where
things can very quickly fall apart, and where people don’t back down. Successive super
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powers have trained their sights on this tragic land with catastrophic consequences and
even before our fact finding tour reached Kandahar the NATO mission was imperceptibly
changing.
‘The role of media spokesman for an Alliance of 29 nations was always going to
be challenging but as the security operation gradually became a counter
insurgency operation, NATO faced serious division among its members. ‘Decision
making was hamstrung by disagreements among nations and Brussels was
having acute difficulty ensuring coherency of its media messages both in the
capitals of its member countries and around the world.
‘Information Operations are not daily fare for a media spokesman but increasingly the
fine line between Media Operations and Information Operations also became blurred.
There was no NATO template for this. We basically devised our deception plan in with
the real plan. As the interest of the international media intensified, the weekly press
conferences became twice weekly. Different nations had different interpretations of selfdefence; and Rules of Engagement, and legal aspects of the targeting process, were
frequently asked media questions.
‘We were on the sliding slope between peace and armed conflict and as international
concern mounted, I found myself briefing and escorting numerous international media
organisations, including CNN, the BBC, Canadian, German and Dutch national TV, on a
daily basis. The writing was on the wall. NATO expansion into the south would need
substantial reinforcement.
I returned to Afghanistan two years later in 2006 and within weeks the hearts and minds
battle rapidly gave way to a ferocious shooting war.
‘It had been five years since the start of the international operation. The efforts of the
international community to stabilise and reconstruct the country should have been
starting to bear fruit, but little difference had been made to the deep underlying
dilemmas; young children were still scavenging for food on the rubbish tips, the Afghans
had lost faith in centralised government and with the disillusionment came a parallel rise
in support for the Taliban.
‘The country’s eternal curse of tribal rivalry and violence erupted the day that General Sir
David Richards and the British Forces arrived in Helmand and the sharp rise in IEDs and
suicide attacks quickly confirmed that the conflict had taken a dangerous new turn.
‘The complexity of the insurgency in Afghanistan is difficult to convey accurately but the
great armies of Alexander, the British, the Soviets and the Americans all experienced the
same bloody cycle of insurrection, retribution, ambushes and asymmetric attacks. It is a
360 degree battlefield. Fighting comes and goes from all directions and equally as
quickly the enemy melts away.
‘Like Alpha and Omega, there is both a breath taking beauty and a fierce cruelty to this
contradictory country. On my last patrol I went out with the Romanians from Kandahar
across the plain to a small village called Kvosh Ab in the Damman region to deliver
medical aid, blankets, shoes and a few simple tools to the remote compound. Romania
only joined NATO in 2004 and to see a small country contributing to the operation in
such a committed and professional way gave me renewed hope for the future.
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‘The Romanian doctor held a surgery all afternoon in the searing heat until finally the
shadows lengthened and the haunting chants of the evening call to prayer drew the
elders and children back to their homes.
‘Romania is such a poor country and I learned later that they provided all the aid that day
themselves. As we drove away, dusk fell across the desert, and a swirling orange dust
enveloped us in a thick sand storm.
It was easy to see how crossing the Kandahar plains at night, was such a daunting feat
for the British survivors of Gandamak. Dr Brydon, clinging to his pony was the only one
of 16,000 to make it into Jalabad in 1842 – perhaps symbolising in the most distressing
way possible, the overriding lesson of Afghan history. Don’t stay too long.

Commander Sue Eagles, who served in Defence Public Relations in the Royal
Navy and Royal Naval Reserve for over 30 years, is widely recognised as a leading
communications specialist with a wealth of experience in high level policy arenas
in the military and the media.
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As NATO media spokesman in Afghanistan in 2004 and 2006, she travelled
extensively throughout the country with international media organisations gaining
a unique insight into the international operation and was decorated in the New
Year’s Honours in 2008 with the Queen’s Volunteer Reserves Medal.
A former Commanding Officer of the RNR Public Affairs Branch, Sue was
appointed Deputy Chairman (Navy) of the Pen & Sword Club in January. She is
also Chairman of the Dorset Branch of the Wessex Reserve Forces and Cadets
Association, Campaign Director for the Fly Navy Heritage Trust, and a Trustee of
the Maritime Foundation.

What the Reservists offer when there’s a design gap in the
Armed Forces
Lt General Robin Brims discovers the worth of a Media Operator
‘I recently became Chairman of the Reserve Forces and Cadets Association in the North
of England. I am also Acting Chairman of the Council of Reserve Forces and Cadets
Associations whilst our Chairman recovers for a nasty stroke. These appointments have
given me a chance to reflect on my service with Reservists.
‘As a young officer I spent a great deal of time in Northern Ireland. This operation did not
bring me into contact with Reserve Forces. I spent some time in Germany as part of our
contribution to NATO’s forward defence. I did come into contact with Reserve Forces
who operated as formed units with a specific role inside the 1(BR) Corps concepts of
operations.
‘I contend that these two operations were unique in that they were non-discretionary and
developed, in their own time and own way, into a level of sophistication that became the
core of our military education. And both were broadly understood by the general public
and opinion formers.

US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld is welcomed to Basrah
by General Robin Brims
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‘In the last 20 years I have been fortunate to command Reservists on operations in the
Balkans and Iraq. It has been a good experience.
‘In this article I shall focus on Media Operations. I had a very happy shared experience
under the watchful eye of Major Gerry Bartlett of the Media Operations Group
(Volunteers) in 1995 when Commanding 24 Airmobile Brigade which was sent to Bosnia
as what became the Theatre Rapid Reaction Force.
‘It was a controversial deployment in that it was a result of a grand strategic decision that
took some time to mesh with the military plans both in capitals and in Bosnia.
‘The media enjoyed speculation as to what tasks we would be deployed and employed
upon. The cartoonists also had free rein, sometimes at our expense, more frequently at
our political masters.
‘My Media Operations were headed by Gerry. He was then, and probably still is,
uniquely qualified for the role in these circumstances. He is a journalist but also a
soldier. He is temperamentally attuned to operating with these two breeds. To me it was
“Brigadier, may I have a few words?” and “Brigadier, I wonder if we have got this quite
right”. To his fellow journalists “look here, you’ve got this completely wrong”.
‘And Gerry balanced charm with a dogged determination, such that we all understood
exactly what he meant and responded as he would wish. He also built up a group of
acolytes. I don’t recall these people being assigned through the Appointing Authorities
or the Force Generation process to which that the rest of us mortals must adhere. Gerry
applied his magnet to the task; and how it worked.
‘With this team he worked a few of his miracles. To do his job effectively he needed
good communications, secure and insecure. Communications need power and
bandwidth. By now you will recognize that Gerry was able to overcome the little local
difficulty of not having access to any of this. Needless to say, it was “found”.
‘I have one particular memory. I was invited late one evening to participate on the Radio
4 Today Programme the next morning. I was put through my paces in preparation by
Gerry (it was the media equivalent of “train hard, fight easy”!). Then it transpired that
another journalist was going to make a report in the morning that would cause a bit of a
stir for our Brigade, and was inaccurate.
‘How Gerry discovered this is another matter. But he spent all night, whilst I slept, putting
this journalist right.
‘Some years later this very same journalist gave me his account of the overnight
telephone discussion with Gerry. He concluded “Robin, you had your back well-watched
that night”.
‘And so I did. I was extremely fortunate to have been in the company of such a
tenacious, professional, watchful eye. It is an example of what the Reservist can offer
where there is a design gap in the Regular Forces.
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From Cold War Germany to the Middle East
Media operations has developed and grown to meet the demands of
today’s Armed Forces.
Colonel Angus Taverner, former MOG (V) Commanding Officer and TA Colonel
Media and Comms, tells of a chance conversation with a Daily Telegraph “reptile”
under a Croatian camouflage net in 1995, which radically changed his life.
Angus who recently took on the role of the club’s regional chairman in the north
and his wife Kitty enjoy an idyllic lifestyle on the banks of the Firth of Clyde near
Scotland’s famous Loch Lomond.

‘I find it strange, to think that in November this year, it will be 10 years since I handedover command of the Media Operations Group to Ronnie McCourt – one of those tricks
of memory that makes it seem like yesterday.
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‘Somewhere, I still have the photograph of the pair of us ‘gripping and grinning’ in the
middle of the Omani Desert at the end of Exercise Saif Sareea, little knowing that two
years later, Ronnie would be leading the Group to war, while I struggled to keep the
UK’s Iraq media plan on track from my desk in the MoD bunker.
‘Six years earlier, a chance conversation with then fellow Major, Gerry Bartlett, under a
cam-net in Croatia, launched my career in Media Operations.
‘We had both been mobilised to the staff of HQ 24 Airmobile Brigade (now superseded
by 16 Air Assault Brigade) under the command of Brigadier Robin Brims – later to
command much of MOG (V) during the initial invasion of Iraq.
‘Gerry was the SO2 Media Ops (later to be the proud recipient of a Commander British
Forces Meritorious Service award for his work in Bosnia), and I was one of the team of
TA Watch-keepers and Liaison Officers – under-employed and with a little too much time
on my hands.
‘The SO2 (voted `Reptile of the Year’ by fellow officers) recognised my fascination and
profound interest in the entire concept of Media Operations and, beneath an Army
camouflage net at Brigade HQ in Ploce, during our free time, formulated a plan to train
me to take-over as SO2 Media Ops when he returned to England.
‘Having spent the previous 14 years of my military life as a mainstream Gunner Officer, it
was painfully obvious to me that Media Operations was clearly a vital part of any
Commander’s battle, but the Regular Army seemed blissfully unwilling to take the
concept especially seriously.
‘As club member Penny Studholme once pithily observed: “No company would leave its
corporate communications planning or reputation management to the part-time staff!”
‘The TAPIO (TA Public Information Officers’) Pool I joined in 1996, fresh from Bosnia
and Croatia at a time when the Serbs were tying our soldiers to lamp-posts and using
them as general human shields, was a very different organisation to the operationallyhardened unit it is today.
‘Like much of the TA of the 1990s, it was in a state of flux - to some extent, still rooted on
the North German Plain, while starting to play an increasingly important role in “peace
support operations” – first in former Yugoslavia but then in Sierra Leone.
‘I loved it. And so did everyone else. In many ways it did not seem too terribly serious –
except that the realisation that our soldiers were being tied up and used as shields by
the Serbian Army, infuriated every one of us until the very second we were given
permission to “go and give the Serbs a bloody nose” by John Major’s Government and
leave our Brit base in Colchester.
‘Looking back at that post- Cold-War, pre-9/11 decade, it now seems to have a rather
cosy aura – although it did not seem that way when Wendy Faux and I made our way
down the Igman Road to play our small and fairly undistinguished part in lifting the siege
of Sarajevo.
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‘My arrival in command at the end of 1998 was as much a surprise to me, as it was to
everyone else. Not for me, the long apprenticeship now required to jump through the
hoops of Squadron command (although I had commanded a Gunner Battery), weather a
Glasgow Selection Board or the need to step outside the world of Media Ops.
‘Instead, I was the man lucky enough to be standing there when FTRS carried away the
three existing SO1s and the other most likely candidate decided to withdraw.
‘On the fateful day that Major Doreen Cadwallader conspiratorially closed her office door
and whispered that I was the next CO, that unprepossessing term “gob-smacked”
suitably summed-up my feelings.
‘Colonel Donald Campbell had done a difficult and sometimes controversial job, starting
to make the unit fit for the diverse new roles the Army was facing. But there was still
much to be done and I was determined that there were key changes to be made if the
unit was to endure and thrive.
‘Most importantly, times were becoming financially tougher. If the unit was indeed to
survive, it needed a more coherent structure, a more tightly-focussed training package –
and the ability to demonstrate that it was not only relevant but vital in the Order of Battle.
‘Fate would determine that as I planned for the culmination of this work in Oman in 2001,
elsewhere in the world the evil minds of Al Qaeda were planning the September attacks
on America, timed to shake the world four days before we departed to support the
largest peace-time exercise of the decade over the course of the next seven weeks.
‘I have many remarkable memories from Exercise Saif Sareea, perhaps starting
with PJHQ’s absolute assurance the we would not be troubled by any real media
interest, because Oman would simply not grant visas to journalists. Just 48 hours
after our arrival in a remote camp in The Empty Quarter, the first journalist
appeared –and seven weeks on we had handled over 250 correspondents from
around the world. We had conducted a host of `real’ media facilities while still
playing our exercise roles – and we had planned and executed an unscheduled
Prime Ministerial visit complete with Alastair Campbell and 60 members of the
No.10 lobby.
‘I recall Andrew Marr and Martha Kearney being effectively charming while, John
Sergeant, looking hot and uncomfortable, asked simply: “What are you actually doing
here.” The answer to that question was obvious at one level, but we were actually
already planning operations in Afghanistan and elements of the exercise kept slipping
quietly away.
‘I have a clear memory of flying a Chinook-load of journalists ashore from visiting HMS
Illustrious and passing straight over Delta Force which had been covertly building up on
an island in the Arabian Sea.
‘Only the man from Jane’s spotted the significance of the lines of grey US C-130s. And
we had one of those conversations that ensured that US Special Forces’ secrets would
remain sacrosanct.
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‘So, why did Media Ops change my life? First, it set me on a military path I have found
endlessly fascinating, and still do to this day. Even now, dealing with the media is
sometimes dismissed as a lightweight task that any sentient being can undertake.

Colonel Angus Taverner sorts out a problem for the BBC’s itinerant defence
correspondent Kate Adie in Oman.
‘
‘I think we all agree that shaping the media’s understanding of the battle-space and
persuading journalists how they should interpret what they seeing and experiencing, is
vital to operational success, particularly in the most adverse operating conditions.
‘Media pressure becomes even more intense and faster. The tempo of modern
communications only complicated the job further. From that seminal conversation with
Gerry Bartlett (now Joint Editor of The Networker), I have been rewarded with the
pleasure and satisfaction of command.
‘I have been privileged to write the first-ever British doctrine for conducting Media
Operations and with Anthony Fairbanks-Weston battled with bureaucracy to set up the
Defence Media Operations Centre (DMOC) and to equip Media Ops teams properly for
the first time.
in my civilian life, I now earn my living by helping governments and companies to
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understand how the media influences and shapes their reputations – and, as a result,
spend part of my year enjoying the charms of Dubai.
‘I was fortunate enough to be appointed the Deputy Brigade Commander in Scotland
after I had finished as TA Colonel Media and Comms – and most recently I have been
elected Chairman of the Highlands RFCA (Reserve Forces and Cadets Association).
‘Directly and indirectly, The Media Operations Group has shaped my life for the past 15
years. Indeed, it has changed it quite radically and given me a firm sense of purpose and
direction. Moreover, I earn a sound living from it - not bad for one cam-net
conversation with a reptile!
‘Not only has it been enormous fun and intellectually rewarding, but it has been a
constant privilege to be part of an organisation that is genuinely unique in the British
Army.
‘I was delighted when General Sir David Richards, Chief of the defence Staff became
the Group’s Colonel Commandant. His recognition of the role we fulfil suggests to me
that over the years, Media Operations has more than won its spurs – and it has been a
pleasure and an honour to have played a part in that.”

Soldiering on…and on…and on!
The giving up work part of retirement will just have to wait – says Roger
‘Retirement is defined as the act of giving up work, or in my case giving up being paid for
it! I doubt that any of my generation, sometimes referred to as “baby boomers,” ever
actually give up - there are too many opportunities for an interesting, challenging,
fulfilling and enjoyable life.
‘I feel very fortunate that as my own ‘retirement’ from the Media & Communications
Directorate at Land Command approached, that I was persuaded to pull on my boots
and take on the role of Media Operations’ Officer for the Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Army Cadet Force.
‘When I refer to pulling on my boots that is as much of a uniform as I wear. Credibility
was the buzz word for us as TAPIOs and MOG (V) officers and I am very aware of what
senior (in age) men look like in Combat 95.
‘Camouflage uniform creates the image that you are a fighting soldier but I
strongly believe you do not have the credibility with wrinkles.
‘During my service there were major changes both for the Army and Media Operations.
Moving from Cold War thinking to highly mobile war fighting and peace keeping in a
much more unstable world, MOG (V), as the unit became, changed from proactive news
gathering and distribution, supporting Regular staff, to acting as SIMPRESS and training
the Army in media handling. While this role was very important it did become the priority
to the exclusion all else.
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Roger now lives in Alderhol, Fordingbridge in
Hampshire, with his wife Ronnie.
‘Personally I believed we were missing opportunities to show the Army as a worthwhile
career and to highlight soldier’s achievements through regional media outlets. There
seemed little point in recruiting media professionals for them to go on exercise and
pretend to be what they really were – journalists. But then recruiting changed and more
ex Regular officers joined the unit with, in some case, little or no media experience.
‘Enough of my thoughts. I enjoyed every minute of my time, met some wonderful people
and made lasting friendships. Undoubtedly the best deployment was a recce to Cyprus
with Lesley Wilde, Alan Frost, Guy Attenborough and John Boyes. We held our daily
briefings floating in the Med. The worst deployment? That has to be Arcade Confusion
in Germany in 1998.
‘Today the equinity is a different beast with priorities to support operations and a large
Regular staff doing what Doreen Cadwallader used to do on her own. I believe we can
look back with pride in our part in shaping the unit but stand back and let the current
members of the unit do their duty.
‘As for soldiering on you are all aware that the ACF does a fantastic job in providing a
worthwhile interest for young people with the slogan Aspire to Achieve. Last year was a
particularly busy as the Army Cadet Force celebrated their 150th anniversary. The other
arms climbed on the bandwagon although both the sea and air cadet movements are
much younger.
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‘This voluntary position is very much using my skills built up after a lifetime in journalism
as a photographer and reporter and later as an Army press officer. I was happy to help
but also wanted to do something more and there again I struck lucky. A chance
conversation with an acquaintance in my village to which I mentioned my forthcoming
‘retirement’ led me to apply to become a Volunteer Ranger in The New Forest. There
followed a day of assessment interviews, a week’s training and a year ‘on probation’
much like joining the Government Communications Network or whatever it is called this
year.
‘So now I am in the happy position of having two voluntary jobs either one of which could
take over my life completely, if allowed. Both get me out on the ground and involve
different challenges.
‘Back to retirement: I’ve decided I’m not very good at it. As long as I’m on my feet the
definition’ giving up work’ does not apply. The rest of my time is filled to the point that if
there is a project around the home, like decorating, I have to take a week off to do it.
This is much to the amusement of my son who tells me ‘you’ve retired you don’t need to
take time off.’ He’s wrong, I do.
‘Pictures, of course, have always featured largely in my life, so I’m still out there with my
camera and with the digital revolution I can spend many a happy hour in Photoshop.
The other great advantage of being retired – that word again – is I can spend some
quality time with the family. Too often family and social arrangements are disrupted in
the media world. As I look back I feel privileged to have worked in the newspaper
industry when it was well thought of and respected. I feel privileged to have been given
the opportunity to join the TA and Media Operations Group, when recruited by David
McDine, and finally to have served the Army in my Information Officer role.
‘As I look forward I feel equally privileged to have two worthwhile voluntary jobs both
giving new challenges and at the same time calling on experience and skills I already
have. The giving up work part of retirement will just have to wait.

Rescued by the SAS?
Mike flies into a cloud stuffed with Welsh rock
New club member Mike Buckingham had a miracle escape according to his own
newspaper. The South Wales Argus, when he crashed his aircraft during a white-out on
the 2950ft high Pen y Fan peak in the Brecon Beacons.
Mike was left hanging upside down inside the aircraft and contemplating his immediate
future survival on a notorious mountainside when a large Army boot smashed through
the cockpit Perspex and an anonymous soldier, experienced in first aid, dragged him to
safety.
‘Basically, I flew into bad weather – I was on my way from Swansea to Sleap in
Shropshire for an aircraft service – and went to retrace my steps. I had turned around. ,
I firewalled the throttle but couldn’t get any response. A few seconds after that the plane
hit the mountain.
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‘I imagined the last thing I would ever see was a Welsh mountain side. The world went
upside down and when I came to rest I found myself hanging by my harness.

Above: Miracle escape as Mike’s plane ends upside down
‘
‘Mike was helped to crawl further from the crash site by the soldier and was even luckier
that another walking party, which arrived on the scene, included two doctors, one an
accident and emergency specialist. They walked him down the mountainside through
blizzard conditions and then he went onto hospital.
‘Mike was able to return to his wife later that evening. It could have been a lot worse
was his wife Heather’s verdict. It’s a miracle survival, isn’t it. There are so many planes
that have crashed up there with fatalities.’

Networking scores again at regional dinner
Good turnout for Colonel Bob’s dinner
Commodore Toby Elliot, RN was the guest speaker at the annual dinner of the Wales &
The Marches group in Ross on Wye in March. Commodore Elliott, was Chief Executive
at Combat Stress, and gave an enlightening view of this major problem.
The advantages of networking came through again as Club National Chairman Mike
Peters discovered that the former submariner also shared a friend in Commander Rob
Forsyth, another hard tasking Perisher.
Roger Goodwin was also able to renew an old friendship with the group’s other guest,
Air Commodore Viv Warrington, former Canberra and Vulcan pilot and now President of
the Ross-on-Wye branch of the British Legion. Roger, who holds a private pilot’s
licence, and Viv knew each other from RAF Germany days and surprisingly learned they
had failed to meet up when they were both based in Hong Kong during the Colony’s final
days.
Regional Chairman Colonel Bob Purvis welcomed the guests and introduced new club
member Mike Buckingham and explained his new regional administration covering North
and South Wales.
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Cheeky view on keeping clean in the field!

Shades of the North West German plain and BAOR exercises or a repeat clip from
M*A*S*H? Nevertheless you have to experience a mobile bath unit after a
fortnight or more living in a Land Rover in the mud and rain to understand the
value of this facility.

Next Edition: The next edition of the NetWorker will be
published in July. Ideas, photographs and copy are always
gratefully received by the Joint Editors:
michaelpcoms@btinternet.com
gwbartlett@hotmail.co.uk.
The Club Secretary & Treasurer is Major Doreen Cadwallader
who can be contacted at 01252 347360 or by e- mail:
dcadwallader@soldiermagazine.co.uk

